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One of the problems of fame and celebrity is the

increased risk of being the victim of a stalker. But it

is not only famous people who suffer the nuisance of

unwanted attention.                In the USA, and

probably in other countries too, between 1% and 2%

of women and 0.25% to 0.5% of men are stalked.

The media began using the word 'stalking' in the

late 1980s to describe the behaviour of people

who persistently followed celebrities. At the time,

this kind of behaviour was not a crime.

Eventually, in 1990, California passed the first anti-

stalking law, followed shortly by the rest of the

United States. Canada, Australia, the United

Kingdom and other European countries quickly

followed suit.

Stalking is defined as persistent unwanted

communication and / or approaches that produce

fear in the victim.                 For example, they

may use such means as telephone calls, letters,

email, graffiti, even using the media (for example,

writing notes in a lonely hearts column, or website).

Any kind of stalking is an invasion of privacy.  A

stalker may approach or follow the victim or wait

outside the victim's home.              Unfortunately,

the victim’s fear of a stalker is often justified, and

You are going to read an article about stalkers. Seven sentences have been removed from the article. Choose from
the sentences A-H the one which fits each gap 1-7. There is one extra sentence which you do not need to use.

there are many examples of damage to personal

property and physical attacks carried out by stalkers.

Recently, psychologists have tried to define the

characteristics of a stalker. There seem to be five

types of stalker.                They are sometimes 

ex-partners, or rejected boyfriends or girlfriends

who are unable to accept the ending of a

relationship; stalking represents a continuation of

the contact that they desire. Other stalkers pursue

someone they have little or no relationship with in

the mistaken belief that they are loved, or will be

loved, by the victim.

The stalking feeds the fantasy of a loving

relationship. People who are not good at forming

relationships but desperately seek a partner are the

third type. They suggest to their victim that they

could be happy as partners. These stalkers can be

extremely frightening. Some stalkers believe that

they have been insulted in some way by the victim,

even if there is no evidence that this is the case.

By far the most dangerous type of

stalker has romantic fantasies about the victim.

Again the victim may not even know the stalker,

and the attention is both inexplicable and

terrifying.

Stalking – a growing problem
This newspaper article reports that stalking is quite common and that it can affect ordinary people as well
as celebrities, but that some stalkers are more dangerous than others.

A   Stalkers have many different tactics.
B   These are the stalkers who are most likely to

carry out an attack. 
C   However, during these years several well-known

people were murdered by stalkers.
D  Stalkers often begin by making threats in order

to frighten the victim. 

E   Women are more often the victims of stalkers
than men.

F  Their motivation is revenge for an imagined insult.
G  Ordinary people are just as likely to be victims.
H   They all suffer from mental disorders, some more

serious than others.
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